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Knip the Witch was not feeling well one morning. Her Aunt Ro made a potion for her to drink. But Knip did not want to drink it. It smelled really weird!
As Knip walked to school, she began to feel worse. She coughed and coughed!
At school, the teacher asked her to cast a spell on a rat.
It worked! The rat turned into a tomato.
But when Knip did her next spell on a rabbit, she coughed while she said the magic words.
Something went terribly wrong!
Knip tried again.
But her cough was even stronger, and the rabbit became stranger!
Knip’s cough started to get out of control.
Everything was going wrong.
Then Knip’s wand turned the spell on her!
Knip cried and coughed so loudly that everyone had to run away.
Finally, Knip realized that she needed to take the potion after all.
Knip’s throat felt better!
Now Knip could say the magic words with ease.
Everyone felt much better, especially Knip the Witch.
But Knip still needed a bit of practice on her spells!
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